Slowly Protecting US Infrastructure as Climate Buckles Concrete, Floods Roads
by Ian Duncan
Nov. 28, 2021: Slaughter Beach, Delaware (abridged) – Road flooding has become more common in the 45 years that Kathy Lock has owned a home in this beach community on the Delaware Bay.  A marsh rises 5 or 6 times a year to swallow one of the 2 routes into town — the one used by school buses.
“These things are becoming increasingly more difficult to deal with,” said Lock, the town’s mayor.  “Early on, we just didn’t have these same problems.”
As climate change causes seas to rise and storms to become more severe, the roads that connect Slaughter Beach and other hamlets up and down the coast to the rest of the state are flooding more often.  The road repair bills are rising alongside the waters.
Lock would like the state to raise the road by half a foot, to better protect it from the encroaching water.  But it is up to Jim Pappas, director of the Delaware Department of Transportation’s new resiliency and sustainability division, to help determine which of the state’s growing number of vulnerable roads can be saved — and at what cost.
While low-lying Delaware is especially vulnerable, roads nationwide are increasingly at risk, as state transportation officials begin to confront streets that buckle under intense heat or are washed away in floods.  The Washington Post asked each state transportation department how the agency is planning for a changing planet.  Only a handful of the 2 dozen that responded pointed to projects that had been designed with climate-change-driven weather in mind.
The responses paint a picture of a nation only beginning to grapple with increasing climate threats to its infrastructure.  The $1.2 trillion infrastructure package represents a down payment on the billions of dollars needed to maintain roads and bridges in the future, but it is a sliver of the long-term federal investment that will be required.
In many cases, the risks are subtle, but are forecast to cost as much as $20 billion a year to manage by the end of the century, according to the 2018 federal climate change assessment — a sum equivalent to about 40% of current federal road spending.
President Biden signed an infrastructure bill Nov. 15 with provisions to prompt states to take more action on resilience projects.  Meanwhile, Democrats continue negotiating over a sprawling social spending bill that includes about $20 billion in incentives for electric vehicles to cut emissions from transportation, the country’s largest source of greenhouse gases.
In some parts of the country, state transportation leaders say heavier rains are the chief threat.  Elsewhere, it is warmer winters or hotter summers.  Experts say building durable infrastructure means taking new approaches; turning to historical weather data that has guided projects in the past is no longer sufficient.
Adapting Roads for Future Climate
Heat waves and storms this year provided dramatic examples of how a changing climate is harming the nation’s infrastructure.  Highways turned into waterways in Pennsylvania and Virginia, while pavement buckled amid high temperatures in Washington state and Minnesota....
While heat waves and storms can cause sudden, dramatic problems, engineering researchers say gradually changing weather is already altering road conditions in several states.
Until recently, a widely used planning tool for road-building relied on climate data recorded from the 1960s to the 1990s.  A study by a team of researchers at Arizona State University and the University of Arizona compared that climate record with data through 2014, concluding that higher summer temperatures mean many states should be changing their formulation of asphalt in some locations to avoid premature road failures.
Researchers at Texas Tech University and the University of New Hampshire found that changing temperatures are likely to shave years off the life span of roads in some parts of the country....
Sias said the interaction between wetter weather — which weakens roads from below — and higher temperatures — which stresses them from above — is not well understood.  
A Government Accountability Office study found the Federal Highway Administration had backed resilience research with $7.2 million and supported pilot projects in several states.  They included 2 bridges in Maryland that were raised by 2 feet in anticipation of rising waters and changes to the design of a bridge in Arizona to guard against erosion....
Eric Schroeter, assistant chief engineer at the Missouri Department of Transportation, said the state has seen increased flooding over the course of his 29-year career.  He said the agency has started working with more recent high-water-level data when planning bridges.  Schroeter said the agency steers clear of the topics of climate change and global warming....
‘Mother Nature Decided for Us’
.... “We can build a road or a bridge to whatever elevation we want, but how much money do we want to spend?” Pappas said.
Outside Odessa in northern Delaware, state officials were trying to determine what to do about flood-prone Old Corbit Road.  Then, Pappas said, “Mother Nature decided for us.”  “She took it out,” he said — and the state opted to keep that part of the road closed.
Its closure meant firetrucks and ambulances needed to detour, but it also saved them from having to rescue drivers stuck in the water.  The road was the shortest way into town, leaving residents like Jeffrey Frank worried about what might happen in an emergency.  He said those who live along the road tracked the tides and knew when it might be inundated.  “It floods,” he said.  “But there’s other days that there’s no water.” 
Other roads present tougher choices.  In 2012, Hurricane Sandy worsened dune breaches, letting saltwater into the marshes of the Prime Hook National Wildlife Refuge.  The only road into a nearby beach town, a community of about 200 homes, began to flood regularly.  “Essentially, they were trapped until it receded,” said Jason McCluskey, a state maintenance engineer....
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